Step-by-step directions to the Social Sciences Building (SSB) in ERC starting from Price Center

1. Starting at Price Center, head up the stairs/ramp next to the Bookstore towards Library Walk.
2. Continue straight on Library Walk until you reach Geisel Library, then make a left turn up the stairs/ramp, passing the Cognitive Science Building on the right and Peterson Hall on the left.
3. Then, at the Ridge Walk Academic Complex (RWAC), you will turn right passing Copa Vida and Blue Bowl on the left.
4. Continue straight along Ridgewalk, passing the Marshall College Administration building on the left and the Economics Building on the right.
5. Continuing on Ridgewalk you will also pass the Upper Marshall Apartments on the left and, lastly, after passing the tennis court on the right, the Social Sciences Building will be on the right corner.

Alternatively, if driving from Price Center Loop to SSB:

1. Head towards Mathews Lane and make a slight left onto Voight drive, passing the Warren Apartments on the right and Atkinson Hall on the left make another slight left.
2. Continue on Voight Drive passing the Lower Marshall Apartments and finally the Social Sciences Building will be on the right side with parking available adjacent to SSB in the Hopkins Parking Structure.